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Jones case thrown out, judge dismisses charges
□ A federal judge dismissed all charges in the
sexual harassment lawsuit against President
Clinton.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - In a dramatic victory for President Clinton, a judge threw out Paula

Jones' lawsuit Wednesday and
said her claim of sexual harassment wasn't worthy of a trial
even if the president's alleged
behavior was "boorish and
offensive."
Mrs. Jones "has failed to demonstrate that she has a case and
the court therefore finds that
there are no genuine Issues for
trial," U.S. District Judge Susan
Webber Wright wrote in Little
Rock, Ark.

"While the court will certainly
agree that plaintiffs' allegations
describe offensive conduct, the
court ... has found that the governor's alleged conduct does not
constitute sexual assault," she
ruled.
Her 39-page ruling abruptly
halted a sensational lawsuit that
had haunted the White House for
more than three years and
threatened to place his sexual
conduct with a variety of women

College
drinking
discussed
by panels

before the nation in a historic
trial.
Clinton, wrapping up a sixnation tour of Africa, was so
stunned by word of the ruling
that he asked if it was an April
Fools' Joke. The president is
"pleased that he has received the
vindication he has long awaited,"
press secretary Mike McCurry
said.
Mrs. Jones' lawyers said an
appeal is "very likely" and that

while they were disappointed
with the decision, "this ruling
does not vindicate or exonerate
Mr. Clinton."
"It is a shame that unless the
ruling Is reversed on appeal,
there will now never be a determination of who was telling
the truth and who was lying," her
law firm said in a statement.
"I'm shocked," said Susan Carpenter McMillan, Mrs. Jones'
spokeswoman. "I'd be less than

honest If I didnt tell you I was
completely blown away by this
decision."
While the White House cheered
the decision, Clinton's legal woes
are far from over. Whitewater
prosecutor Kenneth Starr Is
pressing his criminal investigation Into whether Clinton
lied about having sexual relations with White House intern
• See JONES, page five.

Lookout!

Student Life
□ A University of Vermont teleconference
presented possible strategies to combat the
problem of underage
drinking and how communities can work
toward a solution.
By TRACY WOOD
The BG News
Solutions for reducing high-risk alcohol use In the college
community were discussed by
teleconference with the University of Vermont, Monday.
The University of Vermont
presented a discussion panel
consisting of five program experts and the opinions of four college students attending the University of Vermont.
"The purpose of the teleconference was to present strategies
and solutions to responsible
drinking, and to develop practices and policies to modify
drinking behavior on college
campuses," said Kimberely Saving, a University hall director for
the Student Housing and Residence Programs.
Colleges across the country
were given the opportunity to
watch the presentation and voice
their questions to the panel
through electronic mail, fax or
telephone.
According to Howard Dean,
governor of Vermont, 60 percent
of college students may engage
in binge drinking sometime during their college career. Dean
suggested colleges incorporate
substance-free dorms and encourage more collaboration with
local police and student governments.
All members of the panel
agreed there Is no single solution
to the problem, but there are
things colleges and communities
can do to help.
"Despite what solutions or interventions are used, they all
take a long time to work and a lot
of money. We need a core group
of people committed to changing
the environment and offering solutions,'' said Christine Hageman, director of the Center for
Wellness and Prevention.
The panel suggested looking at
what programs currently work at
colleges with low percentages of
binge drinking. Administrators
and community leaders were also
• See BINGE, page five.

AmdMed Prau ph«.

This "jet" was an April Fool's joke. The plane is
made out of 45 plywood sheets sitting on a barge
and "flying" under the Sydney Harbor Bridge in

Australia. The replica was buih by students at the
University of Sydney's Department of Aeronautical
Engineering and the students sent a phony press

release out announcing the "flight" of a Boeing 747
jumbo jet

Health Fair offers free information, screenings
□ The University's annual Health Fair will
give students a chance
to learn about health issues and get free blood
and cholesterol checks.

all, "It Is a small world of
Health" and today health exhibitors will be on hand providing information to students at the annual Health Fair.
As an extension of March Nutrition Month events, the University's annual health event will be
taking place today from 10 am. 4 p.m.. In the Lenhart Grand
By ANA PEREIRA
Ballroom.
The BG News
The theme this year is "Health
Some people may say it is a Around the World," representing
small world we live In, but above the seven continents - North

Health
America, South America,
Europe, Asia, Antartlca, Australia and Africa.
Christine Hageman, coordinator for the University's
Center for Wellness and Prevention, said they have been hosting
the fair since the early 1990s. She
said it provides an opportunity
for students to learn more about

a variety of health issues.
"Students can see If they are on
the right track with their health,"
Hageman said.
About 60 exhibitors will provide free services to students
such as cholesterol, blood, sugar
and hemoglobin screenings. The
displays will be interactive, with
games for the students.
A variety of vendors from
pharmaceutical companies to
bike shops will also be showing
their products and giving stu-

dents Information about them.
In addition to health tips and
screenings, free items such as
key chains and highlighters will
be given out every 10 minutes
throughout the day.
Another attraction this year is
the giveaway of two plane tickets
to Mexico or Hawaii. The tickets
were donated by Key Bank and
according to Hageman, students
do not have to stay until the end
• See HEALTH, page five.

Speaker gives lecture on effective communication
□ Theresa Powell will
give a lecture on human
communication and
interaction as part of the
Fayette Paulsen Lecture
series.

sociate professor emerita of residence life. In 1990, the University has held a aeries of lectures in
honor of her name and this year
will be no different.
Today, Theresa Powell,
Western Michigan's vice president for student affairs and regional vice president for the
National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators IVBy MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News
East (NASPA), will be presenting
her speech titled, "Effective
Every year since the retire- Human Communications: Dement of Fayette Paulsen, an as- veloping your Twoness."

Lynn Holland, administration
Intern In the office of the vice
president for student affairs, was
"tickled" by Powell's choice of
topic because it will focus on how
people interact with one another
on a dally basis.
"Her speech will let us examine who we are and give us a
chance to better our communication," Holland said.
According to Powell, she
received the Initial invitation
from Robert Calloway after a
committee of people. Including

dent for student affairs, Powell
served as dean of students at
Western Michigan. Powell is the
founding member of the CommitHolland, made the decision last tee on Future Skills and Knowyear to have her speak for the ledge for student affairs.
annual Fayetta Paulsen Lecture
Last year, approximately SO to
series.
75 people attended the lecture
"Powell Is a noteable person with Charles Mlddleton, vice
for student affairs and has been president and provost for acainvolved with NASPA for a long demic affairs, serving as the
time," said Holland on why the guest speaker. This year about
committee chose Powell.
Prior to becoming vice presi• See LECTURE, page five.
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LETTERS
The Africans Faculty and Staff Caucus (AFSC) vehemently
disagrees with the decision rendered in the Hartman vs.
Bowling Green State University case.
In light of the facts of the case as revealed in recent reports,
we believe...
1.... that the plaintiff's application for the position in
the BGSU Journalism Department was never fully completed,
placing him out of contention as a serious applicant. We know
from our own experience with job searches, as applicants and
evaluators, that an individual who does not submit a completed
application is automatically disqualified. Of the two applicants,
Dr. Owens was the only legitimate candidate for the position
based on her having completed and submitted all of the
required application materials.
2. ... that the identification of the all-white jury with the
plaintiff was so strong that jurors were willing to render irrelevant that fact that his application was incomplete. The jury's
decision indicates that from their perspective, a white male
applicant submitting an incomplete application was preferred.
3.... that since the all-white jury in effect, excused the plaintiff from having to submit a completed application, inferring
that his uncompleted application made him a serious candidate
for the position, fair-mindedness of the jury in its deliberations
over the evidence is questionable.
We believe the decision for the plaintiff is a travesty of
justice and an assault on the traditional prerogatives of the
academy to determine the legitimacy of its hiring procedures,
particularly with reference to its right not to act on incomplete
applications.
This suspect verdict by this all-white jury is illustrative of
the miscarriage of justice that has historically befallen the black
citizens of this nation. The bias in this jury's decision raises once
again the specters of racism and privilege that are built on the
pillars of white supremacy.
The Africana Faculty and Staff Caucus fully support the
University' contention that Dr. Owens clearly was the best of all
the applicants for the teaching position in journalism. We
esteem her for her continued diligence to the tasks of teaching
arid scholarship in the face of this adversity. We applaud her
fortitude. We are proud to have her numbered among our colleagues.
Africana Faculty and Staff Caucus Officers:
Dr. Lillian Ashcraft-Eason, Chair
Mr. Calvin Williams, Vice Chair
Dr. Tonia Stewart, Secretary
Dr. Jack Taylor, Treasurer
Copyright © 1998, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded In 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors m stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Today's edition was designed and edited by
Beth Kerby. Editor-in-Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966

Often, politicians are criticized
for changing their opinion or stance
on an issue; they are called hypocrites and liars. It is incredible
that the public can hold them to
such high standards.
Have you ever changed your
opinion on something before?
Everyone has. Your opinions
change and you grow, learn and
experience new things. You can't
prevent it and you would be stupid
to try.
Last week, there were some
articles printed arguing polar ends
of tipping. All of my life I have
supported tipping as reasonable
and necessary; that is, until I really
sat down and thought about it.
I used to be a waiter and a pizza
delivery boy and 1 can tell you that
I loved the money. The tips were
great.
In the case of pizza delivery I
hardly even worked; the only
downside being the abuse on my
car. I made good money too. The
average delivery time was 10 minutes and the average tip was $2;
that added up over an eight hour
shift.
On the other hand, when I was a
waiter I worked my butt off; I was
guaranteed to break a sweat every
day. While I didn't make quite as
much compared to my delivery
days, I didn't have to use my car.
For the longest time I figured
that tips were the only reason people would abuse their car or kill

themselves serving tables. That is
until I considered other, non-tipped,
occupations. Think about the last
food worker whose pay is barely
over minimum wage. They slave
in a hot and greasy atmosphere on
their feet all day and they have to
deal with rude and impatient customers. Do they get anything in
return for their hard work? Sure,
they get acne, headaches, and the
cling of that fast food smell.
So, if Lahna Bronston decides to
only tip $1 dollar then, dammit,
accept that dollar and thank her. I
also don't want to hear the "1 only
make $2.13/hr so 1 depend on my
tips to live" argument. You would
hate it even more if you were paid
$5.15/hr and made no tips. The
fact is that you guys make good
money. On your absolutely worst
day possible you make $5.15/hr,
but you have the potential to make
in excess of $20/hr.
Where I work I can potentially

make $5.25/hr regardless of how
much crap I have to put up with;
when I have to clean a half-digested
Big Mac off of the bathroom wall I
.nake$5.25/hr. When someone
spits on me through the drive-thru
window I make $5.25/hr. When I
get an order out in less than 30 seconds I make $5.25/hr The situations are endless and the point is
moot; those of you that are being
tipped should be grateful instead of
hateful for a $1 tip.
Moving on and away from the
tipping argument. I have formed
wrong opinions before and have
often changed my stance on an
issue or opinion of a person or people. A lot of times I have mischaracterized people I work with, have
class with, or even people I have
just seen around campus.
While I can't talk of everyone I
have an opinion about, I would like
to discuss one group that hangs out
in the Commuter Center.
Two months ago, 1 wrote a column about academic success. I
talked about a friend of mine that
was dismissed from the University
and about the "Euchre Players" that
hang out in the Commuter Center.
I had overheard a couple of the
Euchre Players bragging about
missed classes and bad grades and
I unrightfully associated that trait
to the whole group. At the time, I
hadn't really put much thought in
that opinion and I didn't think of
the inferences that could be drawn

True Collegiates

from it.
Since then I have talked with the
Euchre Players and I wholly admit
that I had them all wrong. While
one member admits he has not been
achieving his academic potential,
the rest of the group is very goal
minded and academically successful.
Just because I haven't seen them
study or do homework doesn't
mean they haven't.
These students are commuters
that use the Commuter Center as
their home away from home. It is
very difficult to spend 8 or 9 hours
on campus and to solely study and
attend classes. These students have
found a place to relieve stress, to
relax, and to recoup. These students
have managed to combine work
and play in a productive manner
conducive to prolonged success in
school. In summary, It is important
to have opinions and beliefs, but it
is even more important to keep an
open mind.
Form your opinions and beliefs,
but don't hold them so high that
they can never be changed.
Admitting you're wrong and
allowing your opinions to be
changed are part of life; they are
part of learning and growing.
Don't deprive yourself personal
progress.
Rob Searfoss is a weekly columnist
for The News. He can be readied al
rsearfo@bgnel.bgsu.eJu.
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Second thoughts on slavery apology
WASHINGTON (U-WIRE) — I am
taking back what I said earlier about
how an official apology for slavery
wouldn't mean much.
That was my reaction last year
when Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, first
proposed the idea. I didn't think
much of it then. What, I asked, will it
change?
Whom, if anyone, can it help?
How long should I hold my breath
before the Page family finally would
receive my freed great-great-granddaddy's promised 40 acres and a
mule?
But I have reconsidered. 1 have
changed my mind. Yes, I even apologize.
I was wrong when I said such an
apology wouldn't mean much.
Judging by the hostility of reactions
to President Clinton's recent expression of "regret" for America's role in
slavery, it must mean a lot more than
I thought it did.
"Going back to the time before we
were even a nation, EuropeanAmericans received the fruits of the
slave trade," he said while visiting
Uganda at the outset of his 12-day
Africa visit, "and we were wrong in
thai."
As statements go, that one was
about as safe and factually accurate
as any could be. He didn't even apologize. Not quite. But judging by the
fallout on some radio talk shows, you
might think the president not only
had apologized but called for repara-

tions.
"I didn't own any slaves, why do I
need to apologize?" said one caller,
predictably.
"What about all those African
chiefs who sold their own people into
slavery?
Why don't they apologize?"
And so on. Rep. Hall, who is
white, has said he had no idea the
well-meaning gesture would be
greeted with such hostility. That's
what he gets for underestimating the
power of historical denial.
He underestimated the vigor with
which many would try to divert the
issue to whether their own families
owned slaves or not, as if whites did
not benefit from the system of white
supremacy whether or not they
owned slaves.
He underestimated the quickness
with which white Americans would
try to shift blame to African chiefs, as
if the mere fact that slaves were avail-

able obliged Americans to buy.
Ireland's government has apologize
He underestimated the need many for the Irish potato famine and Japa
Americans feel to simply bury the
has apologized for enslaving Koreai
nation's shameful past, as if the past
women during wartime. Why, then,
did not continue to haunt the nation's is it so horrendous for Clinton to
present and its future.
express "regret" over slavery?
Speaking to reporters over breakAlthough you wouldn't guess it
fast two days after Clinton's remarks. from some of the reactions, there w;
Rep. Tom DeLay of Texas, the House
more to Clinton's Africa tour than
Republican whip, sounded like he
apologies.
His central mission was t
might have called one of those talk
build trade and trust. Africa has
shows. He went ballistic at Clinton.
about 700 million potential con"Here's a flower child with gray
sumers of American products, but
hairs doing exactly what he did back
first, the continent's many republics
in the '60s," DeLay said. He's apolomust be stabilized, both politically
gizing for the actions of the United
and economically.
States. It just offends me that the
That's a long and complicated
president of the United States is,
process. It calls for skillful applicadirectly or indirectly, attacking his
tions of diplomatic carrots and stick
own country in a foreign land. It just
to encourage democratic rule and
amazes me."
free markets without imitating the
Oh? What about the unwritten
rule that the president not be
colonialists or Cold War neocolonial
attacked at home while he is repreists of the past.
senting the country abroad?
After centuries of abuse, exploita
Patriotism, in this case, was the feeble tion and benign neglect, Clinton qui
defense of an angry man.
properly sees a need to build trust ii
Which is what I find so intriguing. America's government among
If an apology for slavery is such a litAfricans and also, while he's at it,
tle deal, why so much anger?
among African-Americans.
Like others, DeLay was quick to
So, yes, I am reconsidering my
point out that he opposes slavery.
earlier thoughts on that slavery apol
Good for him. So, presumably, do all
ogy. It must be a big deal, or there
the other anti-apology protesters.
wouldn't be such vigorous opposiWhy, then, such opposition to the
tion to it.
president's expression of regret for
Clarence Page appears as a guest
the horrendous institution? in recent
columnist for The News.
years Germany's government has
apologized for the Holocaust,

Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of Interest In
the BGSU community. If you would like to have something printed in The
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations
and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If

t

you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and affiliation with the
University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought In on a Maclnti
Me disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or email us at
bgnewa0bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid Identification upon receipt of
letter. Anonymous letters will be printed If valid Identification Is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is In the proper Interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Today's Question: "What do you think about the Paula Jones case being thrown out?"
THE
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I don't think there's any doubt
that the recliner and the television are the perfect marriage.

TCOM

Maria Dandar
Custodial team
leader

Mark Stamm
Sophomore
Math Ed.

Patrick Clark
Grad Student
Literature

Butch Light
Sophomore
Physical Ed.

"I didn't know it
was thrown out."

"I don't really
care.'"

"I don't think it's
any big deal. I don't
care.'"

"I think Paula
Jones Is stupid.'

"I haven't really followed the case"

Douglas Korn
Senior

QUOTE OF THE DAY

ft

Nancy Butler
recliner writer for Furniture Today about La-Z-Boy chairs

Got an idea for a "People on (he Street" question? K mail ua at "bffnewaSbgnet-bfau".

THURSDAY
THRILLS

UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Event*" la a service to our reader* borrowed dally via the University web page. The calendar of
eventa on the web page ha« a more complete lilting of event* and can be acceaaed through "www.bgiu.edu".

Thursday, 4/2/98

Rho Sorority. Inc.

Desktop skills for BGSU personnel PC (9 a.m. - Noon)
Hayes Hall. Room 127. Designed
specifically for BGSU personnel, this class
will familiarize you with the functionality
provided by a networked computer. Focus
on file management, word processing and
spreadsheets. Free. For more information,
call Continuing Education. 372-8181.

Informational evening (6 p.m. - 9

Spring craft fair (10 a.m. - 6 p.m.)
Amani Room. Bring the "slbs n' kids."
or the whole family to the Union to see
the many different crafts! Sponsored by
UAO.

Health fair (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Student
Union. Health Around the World. There
will be over 60 exhibitors with interactive displays and many freebies.
Also. Free cholesterol screening
will be available courtesy of the
Student Health Service. Door
prizes will be given away every 10
minutes. Any questions call the
Center for Wellness and Prevention
at 372-WELL.
Camp-A-Thon fundraiser (11
a.m.)
Off-Campus Mall.
Sponsored by the
Recreation Majors
Association.
Voter registration (11
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Education
Building steps.
Sponsored by USG.

p.m.)

Ohio Brewing Co.. 5790 YoungstownWarren Rd.. Niles. Ohio. University guests
will be on hand to provide Information on
education initiatives at BGSU. Cost:
S7/person. Contact the Alumni Office at
372-2701 for more Information.
Anne Frank: The Person and the
Symbol (7:30 p.m.)
Pallister Conference Room. Jerome
Library. Three distinguished Holocaust
historians and educators will discuss the
life and legend of Anne Frank, whose adolescent diary has long been one of the
most moving and widely read documents
of Nazi genocide. Panelists will consider
Anne Frank as historical figure and symbol and talk about her place in recent discussions on the meaning of the Holocaust
and the lessons It holds for our own time.
The Kyoto Protocol: A Vital First
Step to Protect the Planet from
Global Warming (7:30 p.m.)
1007 Business Administration
Building. Lamb Peace Lecturer Daniel
Lashof of the Natural Resources Defense
Council. Contact American Culture
Studies at 372-8886 or Environmental
Health at 372-7774.
Jazz lab band I (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Part of Jazz Week 98. Free.
BBCA Speaker (8 p.m.)
Olscamp Hall, room 115.
Enter the Night (8 p.m.)
Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Two women and a gay
man whose lover has died
of AIDS share a friendship. Call 372-2719 for
ticket Information.

Tuition raffle
drawing (Noon)
Union. Sponsored
by the Honors program.
India Student
Association lecture (1:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m.)
Olscamp. room
225.
Campus Adopt-A Block
(4 p.m. - 6 p.m.)
BGSU Campus. Continuation of fall's
Adopt-a-Block. Sponsored by UAO.
Baseball at Notre Dame (S p.m.)
Notre Dame. Ind. (Eck Stadium).
Community Service Day (5 p.m.)
Wood County Senior Center. This
event is being held In honor of Rhomania
Week. The Senior Center Is located at 305
N. Main St. (next to the Municipal
Building). Sponsored by Sigma Gamma

A man in New York
City enacts the popular chicken crossing the road joke.
Only, he restated it
as: Why did the
man cross the road
on a tight rope?
The answer, obviously, to get to the
other side."

Empirically Driven
Change: Putting
Rigor In OD (TBA)
101 Olscamp Hall.
Two-day conference examines cutting-edge methods to
drive change efforts from bestin-the-class organizations such as
Motorola and NCR. Fee. For more
Information, call Continuing Education.
372-8181.
Libraries and learning resources'
research project clinics (TBA)
Jerome Library. Students with
research assignments can set up individual consultations with a reference librarian. Call 372-6943 or stop by the Jerome
Library Reference/Information desk to
sign up for a time slot.

@^B
All Menu Items TO GO
352-8566
ALL Orders Ready TO GO in 15 Min

Thursday Thrills is just
that - just for thrills.
Please do not take it
seriously. We're trying
to have a good time
here. Have a fun day!

OHIO Weather

TODAY'S
WEATHER

Thursday, April 2
AccuWeathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH.
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Today:
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Cool with mid-level clouds
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High: 58
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Cool with more clouds than sun
Cincinnati 60'
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Columbus 57

1
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W.VA.

in.
Portsmouth 61

KY.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BG News consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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Theta Chi would like to thank
Campus Pollyeyes and Late
Nite Video for sponsoring the
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Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Mon-Sat 2-2:30am
Sun 5-2:30 am
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• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball •
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire report*
■ DEBATE

Sales tax increased addressed
The new sales lax increase will be debated tonight by Wally
Smith and Bob Whitman. Smith is for the increase and Whitman
is against it. The debate will take place at Kaufman's at the
Lodge in the Friendship Room at 7:30 p.m.
■ SITCOM

'Seinfeld' is denied the chance to film in Times
Square
NEW YORK - It seems the show about nothing would create
too much confusion for Times Square.
The city has turned down a request from a "Seinfeld" sponsor
to host a private bash in the heart of the theater district the night
of the last episode in May.
"It would have created traffic problems of monumental proportions at the height of rush hour in one of the heaviest traveled
areas of the city," said Colleen Roche, a spokeswoman for Mayor
Rudqlph Giuliani.
Fuji Photo Film wanted to stage a star-studded bash and a massive private viewing of the May 14 show on the giant video
screen overlooking Times Square.
■ PRIMETIME

Howard Sterns's new TV show competes with
SNL
NEW YORK - The "King of AU Media" is taking on the king of
Saturday night television.
Howard Stern said Wednesday he'll start an hour-long show on
12 CBS-owned television stations in August, competing with
NBC's "Saturday Night Live" at 11:30 p.m.
The Howard Stern Show" will be modeled after Stern's program on E! Entertainment Television, which he will continue
taping from the studio of his raunchy radio program.
"Late night television is ready for someone like me," Stern
said. "The fact of the matter is that standards have gone to an alltime low and I'm here to represent It."
As If to prove his point. Stern quizzed reporters at a news conference about their sex lives and brought along a dwarf in a pink
bunny suit identified as Lome Michaels, the founding producer
of "Saturday Night Live."
"They have become safe, and when you become established
and become so-called legitimate, you become stiff and stodgy,"
he said of the NBC show. NBC had no immediate comment.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
BGSU
vs.

KENT
(DOUBLE HEADER)

FRIDAY
2:00 p.m.
BG Softball
Diamonds
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU 10

La-Z-Boy inventor dies in creation
The Associated Press
MONROE, Mich. - Edwin
Shoemaker lived the La-Z-Boy
life to the very end. He invented
the plushly padded, rocking-andreclinlng chair, and he died in
one, slipping away after settling
in for a nap at the age of 90.
But the man who left a legacy
of leather-bound leisure was no
lounger himself.
"This Is a guy that wanted to be
productive every moment," says
Matthew Switlik, director of the
Monroe County Historical Museum. "Mr. Shoemaker was in no
way ready to lounge around - he
had to be busy."
Shoemaker died March 15 at
his winter home in Arizona.
Shoemaker and his cousin Edward Knabusch built La-Z-Boy
from a struggling. Depressionera enterprise operating out of a
Monroe garage Together, they
produced an American icon of
sorts - "the bubba chair," as
Nancy Butler, recliner writer for
the trade publication Furniture
Today, puts It, "a guy with beer
in one hand and the remote in the
other."
In 1928, while tinkering with
pieces of plywood and a yard-

stick. Shoemaker and Knabusch
fashioned an austere, wood-slat
reclining lawn chair. After a
buyer for a furniture store refused to buy the chair unless it
came upholstered, they added
that feature.
They knew they were on to
something. But what to call it?
They held a name-the-chair
contest, and La-Z-Boy beat out
the Sit-N-Snooze, the Slack-Back
and the Comfort Carrier.
Thirty-three years after the
first La-Z-Boy, all the work really
paid off. In 1961, Shoemaker
combined a platform rocker with
a recliner. The result: the La-ZBoy Reclina-Rocker. It was the
right chair at the right time. Television's takeover of America's
living rooms was nearly complete.
"I dont think there's any doubt
that the recliner and the television are the perfect marriage,"
Butler says.
Despite the name, La-Z-Boy
executives insist that their chair
is not meant to encourage, well,
laziness. "There's a fine line between relaxation and sloth," says
John Case, vice president of
marketing. "When it starts to
move toward the sloth side, that's

back at things again."
when we take exception.'
At first, the market for the
Still, some models make it
quite easy to spend life with your La-Z-Boy was largely men - the
feet never touching anything but men who at the time brought
a padded footrest. Sore muscles? home the bacon, then sat back
Turn on the massager nestled in while their wives cooked It. "The
the cushions. Cant make It to the king of the house should have a
phone? Here's a built-in speaker- throne, here's a Reclina-Rocker
phone. Want to check your stock all your own," said one 1963 adprices online? Plug your laptop vertisement.
Now La-Z-Boy says women acinto the chair.
The interesting thing is that count for half the company's
Shoemaker was not the sort of sales. What's more, recllners
guy to put his feet up for very such as the La-Z-Boy can be hip
accessories In the apartments of
long.
Up until his death, the man twenty- and thirtysomethings. A
with an eighth-grade education La-Z-Boy is often a piece of furserved as executive vice presi- niture as beloved and as personal
dent of engineering and vice as, say, a favorite sweater.
"It's the one chair in the house
chairman of the board. In his
later years, he spent much of his everybody wants," says Jill
time working with the La-Z-Boy Smith of Sterling Heights, whose
museum director on the compan- family room La-Z-Boy has held
y's history, and went Into the of- up well for IS years. It was the
fice two or three times a week favorite chair of Sandy, the
21-year-old family cat, who died
when in Michigan.
"His concept was that every- In October.
And when the time comes to go,
body put in a good day's work
and should be rewarded with a there are worse ways than in a
relaxing chair to sit in," says his reclining rocker. Switlik says his
own father died sitting in his
son, Robert Shoemaker.
Or as Switlik puts It: "He could La-Z-Boy during half time of a
view the chair as almost like a football game.
"That beats the hell out of a
medical device to get your
energy level back up and get cancer ward," he says.

x

Tobacco bill forces Old Joe' to retire
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - First Joe Camel
- now Old Joe?
The leading tobacco bill in
Congress would force Old Joe,
the Barnum & Bailey dromedary
on Camel cigarette packs since
1913, to Join cartoon counterpart
Joe Camel in retirement.
In June, tobacco companies
agreed in a pact with state attorneys general to accept a ban on
cartoons and people in its advertisements. But the bill by Senate
Commerce Committee Chairman
John McCain would ban not only
Joe Camel and the Marlboro man,
but animals as well.
And the ban would apply to
product packaging.
That's angering Camel maker
RJR Nabisco, whose lawyers
confirmed Tuesday that the ban
would erase Old Joe from Camel
labels.
"The name of the brand is

Camel -- that's been its name
since 1913 and for 85 years it has
had a camel on the package
front," RJR Nabisco spokeswoman Peg Carter said. "This is
simply one of the reasons why
this industry has indicated it will
not sign away its First Amendment rights with the McCain
bill."
Camel has used the same picture on its packs since a pack of
20 sold for a dime. Lithographers
based the picture on a photograph a company photographer
shot of Barnum & Bailey circus
camel Old Joe. The shot was taken with the animal in an unusual
pose, with its nose and tail held
high, because Old Joe's trainer
had just whacked him on the nose
for misbehaving.
Banning Old Joe would present
advertisers with an unusual
problem, Merrill Lynch analyst
Alan Kaplan said: "How do you
run a Camel ad without a camel?"

"How do you run a Camel ad without a
camel?"
Alan Kaplan
Merrill Lynch analyst

If cigarette makers make good
on their threats, RJR Nabisco
might not have to.
The industry Tuesday threatened it would not sign the voluntary ban on cartoons and people
if Congress passes the McCain
bill, which cigarette makers contend is unconstitutional.
Without the prohibition, RJR
Nabisco would be free to bring
back Joe Camel from voluntary
retirement. The pool-playing,
shades-wearing cartoon character appeared in ads as irresistible

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
GREENBRIAR, INC.

to women - and in real life,
critics say, drew young children
to smoking.
Analysts, however, wonder if
RJR Nabisco would be willing to
incur the wrath of antismoking
advocates by disinterring the
desert creature.
"From a public relations point
of view, it would be very unpopular for the industry to do that,"
said Kaplan. "But the way the
fight is going on right now, it
looks like everybody is starting
to stand up and put up their
fists."

PRESENTS:
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ENTER
THE NIGHT
By Maria Irene Fornes
Joe E. Brown Theatre

1 ii mm

April 1 4 at 8p.m.
April 5 at 2p.m.
Call for tickets 372-2719

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

HURRY FOR A NEW APARtMENT IN THE FALL1

CALL US'
353-MEGA

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!

(6342)

1616 E Wooster #1
Open lunch, dinner, and late night

Earn up to $140 per month and
help save lives at the same time
by donating Plasma.
When you make a plasma donation
you also receive a free physica!
exam and free HIV testing.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772
/

2 &

^M

MEDIUM THIN
FREE i
Delivery

$^99

TWO
WEEKS

^^LIMIT 10

One medium thin crust
pizza with pepperoni

!±

id tossed and deep dish crusts $1 00 extra
Not valid with trts brssdsttcks cards
Not valid with other otters
Expires 4-5-98
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HEALTH
| Continued from page one.

LECTURE

BINGE

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

of the fair to be eligible to run for the same amount of people are
the tickets.
expected, Holland said.
"All they need is a valid BGSU
In addition to Powell's speech,
student ID,"she said.
which will begin at 2 p.m. in the
Over 3,000 students are ex- McFall Center Assembly Room,
pected to attend the event today. the Paulsen Conference Room
It Is sponsored by the Center of will be officially dedicated to
Wellness and Prevention and Paulsen In the Saddlemlre StuStudent Health Service.
dent Services Building.

JONES
Continued from page one.
Monica Lewinsky and encouraged her to cover it up.
"Judge Wright's ruling today
has no effect on our authority
and we will continue working to
complete the investigation as expeditiously as possible," Starr
said in a statement just hours
after the ruling.
The White House brushed off
the lingering Issues. "This has
been a fact of life and no doubt
other things will remain a fact of
life for him," McCurry said. He
said Clinton had shown "extraordinary discipline" in not being
distracted.
In her ruling, Wright said that
whatever went on in the Arkansas hotel room in 1991 between
Mrs. Jones and Clinton, then the
state's governor, she had failed
to prove she was harmed emotionally or in her career as she
contended.
The political jeopardy for Clinton if the trial had gone forward
was evident in the last few
weeks, when both sides in the
lawsuit waged a sensational war
of words in court filings that included details of alleged relationships between Clinton and a
half-dozen women. Throughout,
however, the president's approval ratings remained at record
highs.
Mrs. Jones' lawyers introduced
secondhand allegations -- denied
by the supposed victim - of an alleged sexual assault by Clinton
two decades ago. They prompted
a former Miss America to acknowledge she had consensual
sex with Clinton in 1983. And
they led former White House
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worker Kathleen Willey to appear on national television with
allegations of an unwanted sexual advance by Clinton near the
Oval Office.
Clinton's lawyers argued that
Mrs. Jones' case was motivated
by partisan vitriol and based on
sensational claims whose legal
merits were "garbage."
The Rutherford Institute,
which has been paying the legal
costs of Mrs. Jones' suit against
Clinton, said it would continue in
Its appeal - even if means going
to the Supreme Court.
"Paula Jones raises serious issues of civil rights abuses that
must be dealt with in a court of
law," the group said.
Wright's ruling comes more
than three years after Mrs. Jones
first went to court alleging that
Clinton, as Arkansas governor,
made an unwanted sexual advance.
Clinton's lawyers had said that
even if he had asked Mrs. Jones
for sex during their encounter on
May 8,1991, the case against him
was "veneer-thin" because there
was no proof that she suffered in
her state job, as she alleged.
Mrs. Jones' employment records showed that she received
regular raises. Clinton's lawyers
pointed out that one of her claims
of ill treatment was that she
didnl receive flowers on Secretary's Day one year.
The judge took note that Mrs.
Jones continued to work at the
Arkansas Industrial Development Commission for another 19
months after the alleged incident
and never filed a formal complaint or told her supervisors of
the incident.

advised to Investigate factors in
the environment contributing to
the problem. Other solutions included minimizing the advertising and availablity of alcohol on
college campuses.
"Binge drinking on this campus can be the result of having
friends and roommates engaging
In the behavior, and easy access
to parties. There is not a lot to
offer in smaller towns, especially
if students do not have cars,"
Savings said.
One of the solutions being implemented at the University and
was suggested by the panel is to
change students' perceptions
about alcohol use.
"Students need to change their
expectations of college being one
big party," said Michael Haines,
panel member and coordinator of
Health Enhancement at Northern
Illinois University. "Many students believe drinking is part of
the college culture."
The students on the panel had
their own solutions to the problem. Dave Callender, resident assistant at the University of Vermont, said by providing more activities and support of nonalcohol gatherings, students will
see that non-alcoholic events are
just as socially acceptable.
The panel agreed the most effective solution is getting support from the college and the
community.
"Support from the community

brings together experiences and
problems which can create solutions," said Joel Epstein, panel
member and Attorney to the
Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Drug Prevention.
The panel offered many alternatives to reducing the intake of
alcohol in the college community,
and also reminded students the
main reason why they are attending college.
"The purpose of students attending college is to pursue careers and raise their potentials,
not partying," said Nancy Schulte, panel member and director of
Drug and Health Promotion Servies.
The University has Implemented solutions and Interventions on campus to help reduce
the excessive Intake of alcohol.
Through Social Norms Marketing, the campus Is trying to
change the misconception that all
students drink, presenting students with the myths and realities of binge drinking.

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
MoT

$1 Miller bottles

Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

All Night!
$1 Well Drinks

TUB.:

All Night!
$1.50 Long Island

WH>:

Ice Teas 8 Southpark
Tw/is:

LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas & Daiquiris
Great Happy Hours

FH:
SAT

SEAFOOD

&

GMENMIAR. INC

Open at Noon

SUN:

352-0717

Happy hour until 9pm

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Free Popcorn
Every night!
GPEAT S*NOWCt«5 4
APPETgFE
HAPPY HOLR EVWYDAY
4PM

The University has also
formed Partners for Substance
Abuse and Prevention, a committee including faculty, staff and
community members seeking solutions to binge drinking. Many
faculty members also participated in the Red Ribbon campaign during Alcohol Awareness
week Faculty members were
asked to talk about binge drinking and alcohol consumption during one of their classes.

PRIME RIB «

One of BG's
Newest
Complexes

32 oz. Jars S 2.25

-

300 E WCOSTER
354-4?9Q

9PM

WOMEN'S TENNIS
BGSU

y

vs.

Cm^T
//SK

EASTERN
MICHIGAN

^^^fc

FRIDAY

A

IKK)

■

Reefe Courts

^^^W^P
MT^g

(In case of inclement
weather, match will be held

*>

at Central Tennis ft
Fitness Club in Toledo)

affltfS*
Tonight

N\on-f"

Glowing Shower
Shows
5pm-9pm-lam
fndav

„

S 2-4-1 Dances
I noon to 8pm
**

.

|

Couples Night

Saturday

£

Sunday

8 amateur Wet T$200 1SI P"«
9pm ,
open to Public
Monday
Tuesday

Theme Sets

Next Mon Sal
XKK Film Star

ttwplm

snowlimes M-W 5-8-10-12
Th-S 6-9-12-2

2-4-1 Dances
alter 1pm

From now on the 6MAT » only b*n» fhwi on computar.
So (at the Kaplan edge—content, methods, and the moat authentic praam
than la. On computar. At Kaplan Cantars naar you. with Kaplan
teacher* at hand. we've tot tha computar adoptive taat—ma CAT—coverad.
Class** ara filling last, so call today to find out morn.

CZX> <22> <J

Wednesday

Amateur Contest
pm
NOW $3001st prize

Expires 5-31-98
Restriction My apply

1-800-KAP-TEST

Total Sport Source

353-3411

K.ipl.m CAT. It's not important, it's critic.il.

Sibs-N-Kids Weekend
April 3-5, 1998

HELP WANTED
The following part-time positions are
currently available:

Loaders/Unloaders
15 to 20 Hours a Week
Monday - Friday / Weekends Off
Loans for School
$8.50 per Hour
Paid Vacations and Holidays

ALL Shifts Available!
SPEAK WITH A UPS REPRESENTATIVE

Call 1-419-891-6820 or
1-419-891-6841
■!**

Qi> <£2> CT>

Come see us at 1045 N. Main
(Next to Marcos)

*-*m

UPS It an Equal Opportunity Employer

Buy a Sibs-N-Kids T-shirt to
remembtr your weekend.
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
March 31 and April 3" to April
5lh
$10.00 Small.Medium or Large
$12.00 Extra Large or XXL
Union Foyer

8:00 pm fc 11:00 p.m.
Campus Films Presents
"Flubber"
Olscamp Hall 111
$2.00 per student
$1.00 for sibs

Friday, April 3,1998

1000 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
FREE Cotton Candy
Union Foyer

2:00 p.m.
BGSU Softball
Falcons meet Kent
Softball Fwld

Saturday, April 4,1998

10:00 a.m.
Trip to Toledo Zoo
Leave from Union Parking Lot

7:00 p.m.

Return at 4:00 p.m.

Wet. Wild It Wacky Water
Sports
Cooper Pool-Student
Recreation Center
$5.00 to enter Rec. Center
See coupon in BC News

Cost: Admission to Zoo

8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
tee Skating
BGSU Ice Arena
Admission $2.00 with Student
ID
Siblings get in FREE
Rentals: Students $1.00
Sibs $1.50

$3.00 per child
$6.00 per adult
11:00 a.m. lo 1:00 p.m.
Twister - The Came
FREE
Community Suite
3" Floor Union
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
T-shirt Tie Dye
Plain Shirts on Sale- for $3.00
or provide your own.
ALSO, Sibs-N-Kids shirts for
$10.00 or $12 00

12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Wood County Park District
Recycled Paper Making
FREE
108 Eppler North

2:00 p.m.
Jewelry Making
$1.00 per participant
Taft Room
3"" Floor Student Union

12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

200 p.m.
Wamer Bros. Cartoon Festival
OlscampHalllll

Banana Splits!

1 scoop $.75, 2 scoops $1.25,3
scoops $1.50
Bowl-N-Creenery. Student
Union
12:00 p.m. to 2.-00 p.m.
Picnic Lunch
Cold Meal Sandwiches, chips

and pop
Union
1:00 |' in
BGSU Softball
Falcons meet Akron
Double Header
Softball Field
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Sibs-N-Kids Carnival
MacDonald Countryside
Fun and Games for Kids

FREE
8:00 pjn. to 10:00 p.m.
Ice Skating
BCSU Ice Arena
Admission $2.00 with Student
ID
Siblings gel in FREE
Rentals: Students $1.00
Sibs $1.50
8:00 p.m. & 11:00 p.m.
Campus Films Presents
•Flubber"
Olscamp Hall 111
$2.00 per student
$1.00 for sibs
Saturday, April 4,1998
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 5,1998
3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Ice Skating
BGSU Ice Arena
Admission $2.00 with Student
ID
Siblings get in FREE
Rentals- Students $1.00
Sibs $1.50

Event Sponsors:
Alpha Phi Omega
Alhlclic Department
BGSU Ice Arena
Office of Student Activities
Panhellenic Council
Resident Student Association
Student Recreation Center
Undergraduate Student Gov.
University Activities Org.
Wood County Park District

For any additional
information or if you have
questions, please contact the
Office of Student Activities at
372-2343
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SPORTS

Falcons look to stay
unbeaten in MAC play
□ The BG men's tennis
team will take on conference foes Miami and
Eastern Michigan this
weekend after starting
2-0 in the MAC.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
After dismantling Akron and
Toledo in the first week of MidAmerican Conference play, the
Falcon men's tennis team faces
more of a test this weekend.
The Falcons will travel to YpsiLanti, Mich, where they will take
on the Miami RedHawks Saturday and the Eastern Michigan
Eagles on Sunday.
"This is a big weekend for us,"
BG coach Jay Harris said. "We're ready to jump into a battle and
that's what we're going to have
on Saturday against Miami."
The Falcons are 5-9 overall
after losing to national powers

like Texas-El Paso, Florida International and Louisville.
However, their MAC record is
2-0 and BG thinks they are
among the top teams in the conference.
While last week's wins were
reassuring, Miami is going to be
much more of a challenge than
Akron or Toledo provided.
"They're real solid," Harris
said. "They could be the
strongest team at the top of the
lineup in the MAC. They're going
to be tough to beat at No. 1 or
No.2."
The first and second singles
players for BG will once again be
Radu Bartan and Milan Ptak.
Both have been playing well recently, accounting for four of
BG's wins last week.
It's at the three, four and five
positions that Harris thinks BG
will have the advantage. Doubles
are also expected to be strong.
"I think the Miami match is going to be a good test," senior
Ryan Gabel said. "The guys have
been building up for this all

season. This is really the first
test of the MAC season." Miami,
which was picked as high as second in the MAC coaches poll, lost
to Ball State 4-3 last week. David
Abelson and Champy Hal in are
two of Miami's stronger players.
Abelson, along with Amin Nabli
were Miami singles winners
against Ball State.
"Miami has a real long tradition of being a strong tennis
school," Harris said. "I think it's
time for us and some of the other
teams to put that down a little
bit."
Something of an afterthought
is the Eastern Michigan match on
Sunday. The Eagles are supposed
to be similar to Toledo and Akron.
Eastern was picked last in the
preseason polls. Despite that the
team will try not to overlook
them.
"I know that they took a point
off of Northern Illinois," Gabel
said. "I'm sure they have got
some players that we're going to
have tight matches with"

CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati
Reds owner Marge Schott underwent surgery Wednesday for
a broken hip she suffered when
she fell in her driveway.
Schott, 69, was resting comfortably afterward, said the surgeon who performed the halfhour operation at Jewish Hospital Kenwood Dr. Michael Swank
said he installed a plate and five
screws to hold the broken ends of

Tarkaniari receives
settlementjrom NCAA
The Associated Press

Schott has successful surgery
The Associated Press

Aiaoclalcd Prea, phot*

Jerry Tarkanian will receive $2.5 million from the NCAA as a settlement from his 7-year lawsuit with
the organization.

her hip together.
Schott will begin four days of
physical therapy Thursday at the
suburban Cincinnati hospital.
Full recovery typically takes
about three months, Swank told a
news conference.
The doctor, asked to describe
Schott's injury, said: "Basically,
your leg is no longer connected to
the rest of the body. She was in a
great deal of pain.
"This type of surgery is very
common," Swank said. "Her age

isn't a major factor."
Schott was injured Tuesday
night, hours after her team lost
its season opener.
An ambulance took Schott
from her suburban Indian Hill
home to the hospital, Lt. Dean
Winkelman of the Indian HillMadeira Fire Department said
"She fell in her driveway. It
had been raining, lt was slippery," said Winkelman, director
of emergency medical services
for the fire department.

LAS VEGAS - Jerry Tarkanian's long and bitter dispute with the NCAA is all but over.
Tarkanian, branded an outlaw basketball
coach the past two decades, will receive $2.5
million from the NCAA on Thursday. Sources
familiar with the case said he will also receive a
conciliatory statement from the organization.
Settlement of the 7-year-old suit was reached
one month before it was to go on trial here, the
city where he had coached for almost 20 years.
Tarkanian had contended the NCAA targeted his
teams and made up evidence to try to run him
out of coaching.
"They can never, ever, make up for all the
pain and agony they caused me," Tarkanian said
Wednesday, speaking by phone from Fresno, Calif., where he coaches the Fresno State team.
"All I can say Is that for 25 years they beat the
hell out of me."
Tarkanian's wife, Lois, confirmed the settlement figure Wednesday, saying it amounted to a
win for the oft-beleaguered coach.

Now Accepting
Applications
Fall 1998 BG Neu/s Editor
Summer 1998 0G News E(
1998-99 Gavel Editor
F998-99 Key Yearbook Editor
1998-99 Miscellany Editor
1998-99 Obsidian Editor

Getting to
know some
Falcon
athletes

Application forms may be picked
up at 204 West Hall Deadline is Friday. April 17. 5:00 pm

FAIL 1998 AVAILABLE HOUSINC
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

compiled by
BGNew.
Sport* Writer
JbaTocco

• Role Model:
Grandma because
she told me to do
what's best for me.
• Hero/Idol: Terry
Pendelton
• Favorite Athlete:
Terry Pendelton
• Favorite athletes
at BG to watch:
Sherry Kahle. Matt
Best
• Best advice
received: Do what
makes me happy
• Blue or black ink:
Blue
•If you had a million dollars: Travel
and start a ranch in
the south
• Toughest course
ever taken at BG:
C S101
• SporttCenter
Highlight: Grand
ilam in a major
league park lo win
College World Series
• Stranded on
desert Island with:
The 1998 Atlanta
Braves

While not admitting liability, the statement
from the NCAA will say the organization regrets
the dispute, which began 26 years ago when
Tarkanian was still coaching at Long Beach
State, the sources said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Tarkanian's attorney, Terry Giles, said he was
preparing to go to trial May 18 when he was approached about a settlement a few weeks ago by
the NCAA.
Giles said testimony from former players,
officials and lawyers would have shown that,
except for one minor infraction, the NCAA had
no evidence to back up probations given to basketball programs at Long Beach and UNLV.
"We felt very confident about our case for
seven years," Giles said. "I told Jerry and Lois
that the day we were in the courtroom picking a
jury was the day we were beginning to win the
case."
Tarkanian, who led Fresno State to the NIT
semifinals last week, sued the NCAA after he
was forced to resign from UNLV in 1992.

Rhonda
Fett
• Softball •
Sophomore
Secondary
Ed./Social
Studies

Nickname:
FctU-8-Ball
Born: 9-8-78
Bath Township
Bath Township

H.S

• The sports I
played: Softball, flag
football and basketball
• Role model: Jesus
• Hero/Idol: Jesus
• Favorite athlete:
Orel Hershiser
• Favorite athlete at
BG to watch: Tony
Reld
• My favorite comic
■trip: I don't look at
comics
• My favorite board
game: Monopoly
• CD I listen to
most: Audio
Aprenallne -Boom
• The toughest
course I ever took
at BG: Math 131
• SporttCenter
Highlight: Stealing '
home In high school
• Who would you
like to be stranded
on a desert island
with: My girlfriend

http://www.newloverealty.com

BG New* Graphic Dy Stephanie Schneider

iome Housing To Choose From:
•709 Fifth Street: 2bdrm/2bath
•801-803 Fifth Street: 2bdrm
•309 High Street: 2bdrm, free heat, water, sewer
•702 Fourth Street: 2bdrm, Upscaled w/2 car garage
•S07 East Merry #7: 2 bdrm across from Campus,
S100.00 off your first month's rent.
•824 Sixth Street: 2 bdrm, free heat, water, sewer
•843 Sixth Street: 2 bdrm/2 bath
•Numerous I BDRM APTS. Close to City Park
•320 Elm Street #C: I BDRM, Free heat, water, sewer
•401-407 South Enterprise: 142 BDRM W/ Courtyard
•525 N. Enterprise #A4B: 2 BDRM Twinplex, close to campus
•Numerous I BDRM APTS. Downtown
Summer Leases are $500 for the entire summer.
June I st through August 8th.

fgj
NEWIPVE
aa.z
Rentals

328 S. MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)
352-5620
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: http://www.newlovereaity.com

*

K & G Marathon

*

405 E. Wooster • Across from Taco Bell
352-1688
AAA TOWING SERVICE 24 HRS.
FREE Safety Inspection
Call tor appointment

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS Till IIS. S \ T.
Lpck-Out Service

APUIL SAVINGS SPECIAL
"FULL SERVICE QUALITY AT SELE
SERVICE PRICE" ^^ ^
\M H I
Iwp
ioun: Sat. April 4,11,18, 25 (9am-1pm)

S
i

R^KA^^J

John
Weiuel
TheBG
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* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *

Music: is bigger better?
An unending debate
among music fans concerns the relationship
between the quality of the
music and the amount of
media exposure.
There are those that
seek out the most popular,
well-known albums or
artists and those that look
for obscure, independent
releases. (Obviously, these
are the two extremes, but I
tend to think that most
people gravitate toward one
more than the other.)
College campuses, more
than almost anywhere else,
support and feed a thriving
independent music scene.
As college students, we're
in a position to find and
popularize the next "big
thing" in music. The only
problem is, as soon as it
becomes big. it's something
different.
Some don't see this as
an inherently bad thing.
Most people have no
qualms about buying an
album that's sold
23.000.000 copies in one
week (in fact, sometimes
that's why they buy it).
But some of the most
acclaimed, adventurous
music gets passed over in
favor of the more easily
recognizable. MTV-friendly
pop single. Music that
receives the most attention
is merely the most popular,
(and therefore the most
profitable) not necessarily
the best.
Sure, Bob Dylan won a
Grammy this year, but who
gave a damn about him in
1964 when he was writing
social protest songs? The
Beat poets and college
communities in Greenwich
Village did.
This is not to say that
anything popular is automatically bad. Many of our
most cherished artists
started out as "nobodies"
in coffeehouses and bars,
only to receive critical and
commercial success in
later years. Some of my
favorite bands are megastars (R.E.M.. Radiohead.
Chemical Brothers, etc.).
However, there must be
a reason why something
like th> TUanlc soundtrack
is so immensely popular.
Bottom line: it appeals to
the largest number of people at the same time.
To me. that could mean
two things. Either it's as
diluted and intentionally
inoffensive as it could be.
or it's of such high quality
that it's impossible to
ignore.
In most cases, I would
tend to think It becomes
popular by the process of
dilution and exposure, not
because of high quality.
I'm not saying you
should Judge music on
principle (i.e. "this is popular, therefore It's automatically good/bad"). I would
Just remind everyone that
there's a lot more out there
than we're being fed by
television and radio.
Like I said, some people
know this and don't care,
but I think there's a large
segment of the student
population that would be
amazed at the quality of
some of the obscure, independent music that's being
produced today.
That's why it's imperative that we take the initiative to seek this music out
on our own.
Independent music isn't
necessarily more "authentic." (I've never met anyone
who can objectively define
that word), but I will say
that It shouldn't be
Ignored.
If the only things you're
being exposed are the
things chosen by corporations and networks, you're
being spoon-fed what they
want you to see and hear.
Where's the freedom in
that?

"Enter the Night" deals
with heavy subjects but
comes up short on
character development
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South Park'
Cartman's father is... a hoax!
By ERIC KUEBLER
The BG News

Ybu killed
Kenny, you
bastards!
Thanks to South
Park, Comedy
Central's animated
sitcom that began as a
Christmas gift, this and many
other unlikely catch phrases
have worked their way into the
American language.
Because of its unconventional approach (such as the
April Fool's hoax of last night's
episode). South Park has skyrocketed in popularity since
its first airing.
A large and rabid
fan base has developed quickly around
the half-hour long
show, devouring
and analyzing
each new episode
as quickly as It's
produced.
Countless web
sites have been
created in its honor,
and some are dedicated
exclusively to a single
character. Comedy
Central's official
South Park website
even features games
and quizzes about the
show and its characters.
Although the subjects may
be controversial, creators Trey
Parker and Matt Stone meet
little resistance in the mass
media.
The South Park episode that
started it all. the live-minute
long The Spirit of Christmas."
is typical of the show's content
in that it mocks sensitive subjects in a crude and straightforward manner.
For example. Jesus Christ
travels to South Park, a small
town in Colorado, to confront
Santa Claus over the defacing
of his name. While they are
battling over
Christmas
rights,
four
thirdgrade
^><
boys
stand
in
the
background,
cussing
and wondering who to root for.
Thus, we are introduced to the

four main characters.
Stan Marsh, the most levelheaded of the four, exhibits
the most compassion of the
four boys. He verbally articulates the chaos that occurs
during the show, making
sense of it for the audience.
Kyle Broslofskyi. the "little
Jewish kid", attempts to act
tough in order to prove himself, but is never taken seriously and usually ends up
looking like a wimp.
Eric Cartman. the "fat kid."
is also the loud mouth of the
group who is constantly being
picked on by the others
because of his weight.
Last
but not
least is
Kenny
McCormic.
Kenny's
voice is
deliberately
muffled
to limit
the
audience's
ability to
understand
him by the
hood of his
oversized
Jacket,
which he
never takes off.
so little is
known about him except for
the fact that his family is poor.
When he speaks everyone
stops to listen, although only
the characters are able to
understand him.
A reccurring theme is that
Kenny dies a violent death
during every episode, thus
eliciting the. "You killed
Kenny, you bastards!"
response from hl9 friends.
fThe only exception to this is
the episode entitled "Mr.
Hankey, The Christmas Poo").
The original episode of
South Park was circulated
heavily among many Influential people In the television
Industry via bootlegged video
tapes. It's rumored that ERs
George Clooney, who voiced
the barking of a gay dog In
one South Park episode, single-handedly copied and circulated hundreds of the
tapes himself.
The 1996 Christmas
tape eventually found Its
way to cable channel Comedy
Central, which signed the creators on for a season's worth
of episodes. The rest, as they
say. is hysterical.
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In the scries debut. «j
■Cartman Gets An Anal
Probe.* Eric Cartman to
molested by alien visitors.
which he Interprets as just
another bad dream. When
discussing this wtth the Jtvetalklng cafeteria chef (voiced
by Isaac llayca). he* told that
he was abducted.
When Kyle informs Chef
that aliens look his little
brother. Ike. Chef putts the
fire alarm so the four can
make a getaway in order to
save Ike.
One of the mosi popular
of the first six scries of
episode* u the -Weight
\ Gam 4000 " Ciitman tries to
sain s-etght tor ht» television
appearance alter cheating to
wtn a contest
lie repeatedly screams,
•Beefcake. BEEFCAKE
BLEfcEErCAAAKEt" a phrase
that can now be fountt on
subsequent South Park Tshirts. hats, magnets, stickers
and cards.
Trie third episode.
■Volcano." Introduces
the audience to Sum's
Uncle Jlmbo and his one
armed Vietnam vet friend
Ned, who uses a "cancer
Kanoo" to talk. Uncle Jlmbo
and Ned take the boys hunting on the side of a volcano
and kill various endangered,
harmless animals wtth army
surplus weapons.
While on their expedition,
the volcano erupts and the
legendary mountain monster.
Scuulebutt saves them from
eminent doom only to take a
bullet tn the head afterward.
We are introduced to
Big Gay A) in the
fourth episode. "Big
Cay ATs Big Gay Boat Ride."
when Stan's gay dog. Sparky,
runs away from home
because he overhears Stan
saying that he didn't want his
dog to be gay. When Stan
realizes that Sparky has run
* away. Stan ditches his football game to go find him.
Stan finds Sparky at Big
Gay Al's Big Gay Animal
Sanctuary and Is given a lesson on what It means to be
gay. Finally Stan returns to
the game with his dog and
throws a spread-winning
touchdown at the last second.
In the fifth episode. "An
Elephant Makes Love To A
Pig." the boys try crossbreeding an elephant with a
pig for their science fair
experiment. We meet a South

1
Park
Who dour*
J *f
Poo." hi this
''* genetic
.in t-vil Stan »m a stolen
k episode the
btood s.mi).i. rheboys
town Is In
receive first prize when
' chaos trythe ptg gives hlrth to someL Ing to make
thing resembling Mr.
Itself pel me ally
Garrison, their grade school
correct during
teacher
the holiday season. Kyle is
sixth episode.
committed after being torDeath." deals with
mented for befng Jewish and
talking to fecal matter. And
JL cut)thanasia and bodily
functions Stan's 102 year ok) ( Jor the first time ever. Kenny
"survives an entire episode.
grandfather hassles Stan to
kill him and put him out of
In the eleventh episode,
Tom's Rhlnopla«ty." Mr.
his misery. The Idda' favorite
Garrison decides to get a
show. Terrttnce and PhtiUj). Is
nose
Job. When the surgery
being protested by their par1 turns out to be a huge sucents for Its obscene contentk cess, Mr. Garrison gives up
All the while. Death chases
"Hpaching to become a model.
the boys around South Park
While he * uw.iw the sub
while Kenny gets a bad case
atjtute comes between Wendy
of the stomach flu.
For the Halloween
Teataburger (Stan's girlfriend.
and Stan. Wendy plots on
episode. "Pink I ■
Kenny bcrom
how hi gel her man ba« k
while Stan and the others by
hlr after a bad embalming '
to become lesbians so they
experience. The town doctor
can Impress their lesbian
mlsdlagnoscs zombiclsm for
substitute
ptnk eye when the town
After Mr. Garrison grows
becomes overrun wtth nimble*, and Cartman finds out
tired of being chased around
by women, he gets his old
that his mom is on the cover
nose back and resumes
of "Crack Whore' magazine.
teaching.
esus Christ takes on
In "Mccha-Strctsand." the
the Devil in a boxing
match In the eighth
twelfth episode. Barbara
Streisand comes looking
episode. "Damlen." The new
for a mysterious item that the
kid In school turns out to be
boys have found. When
the Antichrist's child and
Streisand does take ft from
turns Kenny Into a duckbilled platypus, along with
the kids, she turns into a
giant monster which can only
other mischievous things.
Cartman becomes upset when
be stopped by the lead singer
he doesn't get what he wants
of the Cure. Robert Smith,
who also turns into a giant
for his birthday.
The Thanksgiving
monster In order to combat
episode. "Starvtn
her.
The thirteenth episode,
Marvin," consists of the
boys ordering a sports watch
'Cartman's Mom is a
Dirty Slut." shows
wtth Stan's mother's credit
Cart iiian acting weirder than
card and Instead recehrtng an
African child (nicknamed
usual, as the audience finds
out later, because he feds left
siarvm Marvin).
out that all his friends have a
The South Park genetic
father and he doesn't.
engineer tries to mutate
turkeys to Increase their proThe other three boys take
advantage of his melancholy
duction to feed the world, but
by
video
taping him playing
Instead creates killer turkeys.
with -lolls They submit It to
Cartman ends up in Africa
the equivalent of "America's
after a slight mix up Instead
runniest Home Videos" to
of Starvtn' Marvin. Kenny gets
compete for the national
picked to be in a grab-a-can
prize. We find out that his
food gimmick to feed his poor
mother has had sex
lamUy. while Chef defeats the
with almost
wild turkeys Braoehearfeveryone in
styte.
South Park,
and the only
I words
way to really
-L "Hideey
know
who his
Hof" become
father Is. is to
Immortal tn the
have a genetic
Christmas
test
episode. "Mr.
Hankey. The Christmas
done.
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Design by Tara Cannon

'Titanic' success at Cla-Zel paves way for renovations
By TOM DENK
The BG News

While the HMS Titanic
plummeted to the forbidding
depths of the Atlantic, the film
"Titanic" will be pleasantly
sailing into the local cinema's
sunset tonight.
After playing over 100 times
during the past 15 weeks.
James Cameron's intensely
scrutinized and glorified epic
film will be playing tonight for
the last time in its initial
release at the Cla-Zel Theatre.
Cla-Zel's manager Kevin

Hardy said the film has
enjoyed a monumental
amount of popularity at the
Bowling Green movie theater.
"In my 10 years at this theater, no other movie has
played every night for as many
weeks." said Hardy.
He noted that Titanic" is
also the only movie to consistently attract large crowds
each and every weeknlght.
As a story. "Titanic" plays
host to many themes, including contradictory ones. Intense
action coupled with piercing
emotion, absurd costs offset

by dizzying revenues and
computer technology recreating tragedy from years past.
Titanic's" effects have resonated throughout
the motion picture
Industry. Countless
stories of inflated
budgets, visual
effects and box
office mayhem have
flooded the media.
The film's dissidents eagerly
note that inspection of the film
itself can reveal strips of land
(the Mexican desert where the
movie was filmed) in the back-

t

ground of the supposedly vast
Atlantic Ocean, or numerous
historical gaffes in the script
(for starters. Jack's Lake
Wissota was built years after
the ship sank).
But the film's effect of the
modest Bowing Green theater
cannot be Ignored. The Cla-Zel
has paradoxically been home
to the most expensive movie of
all-time, as opposed to showing the art and independent
films that it's featured for the
past several years.
"We have a mailing list of
nearly 1.000 people for our

normal features. But since we
started showing Titanic.' that
number has grown." Hardy
said. "So the movie has helped
us in more than the usual
ways."
The Cla-Zel Theatre's ongoing and mildly lengthy renovation process can only be
helped by the extra business
-Titanic" brings.
According to Hardy, the
remaining elements in the renovation include new seats, a
new roof and possibly a new
concession area.
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"Enter the Night" tackles tough issues
By J.J. SIEGEL
The BG News

TONIGHT:

JOE COOK

and the

ERIE PIRATES

Starts at 10:00
19 and Over Every Night
*-;

KAMIKAZES
o0*

\b and over
^

9*

Tues: Ladies Night 75*dnnks
Weds: Karaoke I0p.m.-2a.m.
Thurs:$1.00 Pitchers
We want to be your Friday
afternoon destination after class.
5tart your weekend out right at:
Kamikazes 2-8 ptn

.25$ drafts
153 E. booster

(across from PW-3'sl

Vk

"Enter the
Night," a comedy/drama by
Maria Irene
Fornes, is
designed to take
the audience on an emotional
and theatrical rollercoaster. It
ends up being two hours of
schizophrenia.
The production takes on
several lofty and controversial
issues like AIDS, sexuality,
death and love.
The show centers around
24 hours in the life of three
old friends who are back
together after three years.
Each of the characters has a
love for the other that transcends sexuality and gender.
We are introduced to Jack.
(Matt Delano) a playwright
and gay man who has lost his
lover to AIDS. Jack is convinced that he too has the
virus, even after testing negative several times.
There is also Tressa.
(Heather Seiffert) a nurse who
feels more comfortable In
men's clothing. Paula, (Jill Van
Brussell) is a woman forced to
deal with the realization that
she may be dying.
The characters are all very
intriguing, but the audience
never really gets to sink their

teeth into their personae. The
blame in this case can be
placed on the script.
In fact, much of the production suffers from the unusual
paths that the writing follows.
We never get to see any real
development in character.
Although there's quite a bit of
witty dialogue, the show consists of many scenes that lack
transition.
We're only allowed to see
how the characters react to
each circumstance, not how
they develop or change. Nor do
we see how they change with
each other after the conflicts.
As for characterization. Jill
Van Brussell steals the show.
She's the only one who can
properly grasp the manic
mood-swing pacing of the production.
Matt Delano, whose monologues are thought-provoking
and interesting, does well at
bringing on the tears but he's
"caught acting" too many
times. His portrayal of Jack is
more like a cartoon and. in
some instances, a stereotype.
Heather Seiffert as Tressa is
watchable. with great stage
presence, but she seems awkward and out of place with her
role. She has trouble getting
her character to form a believable bond with the character
of Paula, the women she's
supposed to love.

\Y\ \YS

BGSU TRACK
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(l-r) Heather Seiffert, Matt Delano and Jili Van Brussel share
a stormy relationship in "Enter the Night." Photo provided
Blossom" at the beginning of
Fortunately. the comedic
the second act. There's also a
aspects of several scenes salwonderful use of actual diavage the play. One of ihe funlogue from the Frank Capra's
niest moments is when Paula
film "Lost Horizon." It works
and Tressa act out Jack's
perfectly to enhance the mood
play.
of lie scene.
The writing, although spoThe lighting effects also add
radic, brings up many interperfectly to the gloom and
esting points. Jack's monodark tone in some of the
logue about what ne believes
scenes. Designer Robert Engel
plays will be like in the future
should be commended for creis a good example.
He states that people will be ating the moody shadows that
envelop the stage.
categorized not by their per"Enter The Night." directed
sonality, but the disease or illby Leslie A. Bentley. is curness they have. This bit of
rently playing at the Joe E.
writing helps to balance the
Brown theater. It will run from
other flaws in the script.
Apr. 1 to 4 at 8 p.m. and Apr.
Also. Tressa and Jack
5 at 2 p.m.
poignantly re-enact a scene
from the film "Broken

Al \

\l \
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ArA
would like to announce
the new big/little pairs

FRIDAY

Sarah Wayne
Jill Vonderheid
Allison Barry
Bree Bockhorst
Julie Arnold
Jen Massucci
Susan Reed
Kristy Volkman
Heather Mclaren
Stephanie Berry

Angie Jarrett
Kristy Josson
Nicole Minnick
Thera Bailey
Jessica Bowlus
Kate Williams
Beth Detzel
Courtney Limbert
Julie Niedert
Tiffany Hogan

&

SATURDAY
10:00
Whittaker Track
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

\ IV

Together Towards Tomorrow
•

-*■

Sibs-N-Kids T-shirt Sale!

Bursarable!

(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

MMMvfcM
J7J1M1

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

V.IY

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only

Buff Apartments

Small to XLaroe = $10.00
XXLarges $12.00

\ IV

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhcuses
Close to campus

Friday, Saturday/Sunday
April 3rd, 4th, & 5th
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Student Union Foyer

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. • 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

\.|\

\ IV \ IV

\ IV

9Q»AG8
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'Efohtdc^n'Valoct
Altemotlve Clothing • Spring Wear
. Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Cigars * Clove Cigarettes • Incense «
Unique Candles » Topestrtes • Stickers
• Posters * 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Gutter (gold ft silver) ft
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • Ho* Coloring
WE WNI VIDEOS • largest Colectton o(
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Chldrens Videos * Comedy
445 E. Wootter
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

AVOID THE RUSH!!!
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE!
*70l fr* I bdrot-free beat, water, sewer
1J9 4tb:1 bdnri-free beat, water, sewer
•710-750 Scott RMAMC
I bdrm., patio/balcony
free water, sewer
"150 Scott Hamilton: I bdmt-free water, lewer

•136-136 1/2 Scott Hamlrto*,. I WRM. PUFUX

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third Apt. 4, BG
352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

it,
fotMi

HOIICINC
Of fOMTuMiTIf

L

AI \

354-2260

John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

\

i
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ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE
STUD6NTSI
The GSS Iniemaitonal Affairs committee is
pteased to otter two monetary awards tor 2
international graduate students based upon
academic involvement, scholarly mem. and
professional devetopment accomplished
dunng the applicant's tenure as a BGSU
graduate Application packets are available at
the GSS office. 707 Administration Buildkng
For lutther information contact the GSS ofttce
at 372-2426 or Bonike Odegbami-Chatr
International Affairs at
omobont O bgnet bgsu. sou
Deadline for application:
Apnl20. 1998 at 3:00 pm

The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
Thr BG N*w. •ill in* knm.Mil> accept «KcniKintMi
thtfdmnfflmM.ntnccwafedMtfnmiiiAm^MMiMy
indiv idMl or group on ihc bbu of race. *c«. tntof.cived.
rclt|ion. naiHMul onjm. MMIM! oncMUioa. duNln,.
suiu. ■* a Ww. or ON the baau of any whet legally
prrarcird tutu*
The BG Nr*i rncrvn the rtgnt to Jet line. dnconnnuc
or re.i* My riinntim wxh aa ifcme found w be
Jcf.mjuiry. lacking in lacUial bam. nutleading or faltc
in nalunr All advertitcmtnu «re tubyecl \o editing and
approval
TV BG New*, at a forum open to the pubU. nxognim
the impoaiibtliiy of p^vemmg all of ihit type uf ad^rdung anrl ihmfore encouragn our readen io low
Al-iyi be familiar wNh a bu.inew before wadawj money
t* pro*-ling penonal credit inrormation Plcaw retnem.
hn.ifitMwrKlitnogoodiobruw.iiprnbaNy n
Voy CM Vh? u« by calling the adverttun| dcparuneni «
4lv>OT2-2*05*»*)x>wcrirnpUiiM»andMisge*tiOM **
ad thai you pteuc pm>Kk >nur name. *Mre« and phone
number, along wMh your tprtiflc comment* With >uur
help •* can make TV BG Se»i a hettcr puMicsboa

BEYOND BO
Only 2 more days to gat your
BEYOND BG SENIOR CHALLENGE TICK
ETS
BEYOND BG

Coma to the 1996 Haalth Fair on Thursday.
Apnl 2. 1996 from 10 am to 4 pm, in the LenKart Grand Ballroom, Union Cher* out our
•reeb.es. screenings and interactive displays
Health Around the World '96 is for everyone I
Remember IT'S a Small World of Health. For irv
tormatjon. call 372 9355. Mayba you can win
free airfare to Hawaii, sponsored by Key Banki
(Must have vahd BGSU student IO)

CAMPUS EVENTS
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Sunday, April 5 at 3 00 p.m.
« the Honors Cenisr In Kreiscner
•3 par parsofvt5 per pair pre-registration
In the Honors Office. 104 University Hal.
$4 par person/$6 per pair at the door
WIN GREAT PRIZES! BURSARABIE!

""BEYOND BG*'"
YltOdtLook at the signal
Si* months free rent from Newtove .
Frc« custom tailored suit...
A 1M Nissan Alttma...

$25

Mym« Baach SC and Orlando Fl
Spand your summar runrvng !ha tun at eiobng
raaon locaDonsI Racraaoon asaiaiants, oh»dran and counaefcys and trow dash positions
available Fully furnished housing. (300 monthly stipend CaJlsae-699-1042.
ABROAD PREOEPARTURE
ORIENTATION
It you ara studying abroad dunng the summar
or (all, please coma to one ol these sessions
Saturday, April 4. 10 a.m.-12 noon m 1103 Offenhauer Wast. CaB 2 0309/0479 with ques
Dons.
Twialer
Sat Apr. 4th 1996. 11:00am to 1:00pm Community Suite FREEH SI8S-N KIDS weekend.
While you're waiting tor your tie-dye shirts to
dry. come play a game ol Twister) Questions?
Call 372 7164. Sponsored by UAO.
Voices carry it you lei them be heard,
so register to vote
The Undergraduate Student Government will
help your voice carry al the way home by holding a voter registration dnve on Apnl 1st and
2nd on the steps of the Education building trom
11 am-4 pm. Hope to see you there1

INTERNET ACCESS
FREE Io Bowling GrMn araa computer
uaatl. Wa ara conducting a 1 -2 month
'paid teal ol nigh-ipead. 56K modem
(K56«a«) performance Call TOAST nel
at l 886^62 7863 and ask lor the BG
Beta Program.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tells.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Total Rent per Month
"Limited time, Hurry!!!!

Summer storage units available
Close to campus Call Buckeye Storage
352 1520

PERSONALS

<^

""BEYOND BG""
Yield) Look at the lignsl
Six months tree rent from Nowtove...
Free custom tailored suit.
A 1998 Nissan Altima
'Dancer Relations'
Jan. Mindy. Stu. Becky. Melissa. Chad. Jen.
Joe. and Shelley
•Give yourself time to reflect and explore.
Open each window and let your d'eams soar1''
You all ware simply amazingl Thank you for
rww losing focus and giving 110% ol your
naarls to the kids!
Love.
Kelly
•Dance Marathon-1998'
ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt We can provide a
child with fine education a a Beautiful home
filled with much love a laughter. Please call
Cindy & Don 800-333-2116.
AGO NEW MEMBERS
Inilalon is just around the corner! I am proud of
all of you. Thank you lor an awesome semesMr.
Alpha Gam love and mine. Jen Baos
AGO NEW MEMBERS
AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII
Congraiulaiioni to our "Greek of the Week"
Frame Laaasl
AOII' AOII'ACHI'AOII
AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII
Congratulations to our "Geek of the Week"
Amanda Glessnerl
AOII' AOII' AOII • AOII
AOII "AOII-AOII'AOII
Congratulations to our officer of the week.
Jaime Hunter-New Member Ed.I
AOII-AOII "AOII'AOII

SBX'SBX'SBX
Personal 12 ed
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Minimum order ol 15
Stop in and see usll
353 7732
SBX'SBX'SBX

AOII • Phi Tau- AOII- Phi Tau
Congratulations to Alpha Omicron Pi and Phi
Kappa Tau ky winning the Dance Marathon
Gold Cupl
AOir Phi Tau • AOII • Phi Tau

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC & SOUND

Hours:
224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday 9am-1pm
OH 43402

Guilars/Amps'Accessories-Buy/Sell/Trade
D.J & PA Systems/Karaoke & Lighting Rentals
130 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH

Come in today befo.re
it is TOO LATE!

419-352-6612
Why, go anywhere else

AOII AOII AOII
Lil Sam.
Gel exoled lor this weekend
'm so proud of you i
Alpha kwe.
Big Heather
AOII AOII AOII

FUN. AWESOME HOUSE
We need suOleasers Beyond bad Big house.
4 5 Bedrooms. 2 porches, very close to the
bars 311 N Prospect Can us at 3S4-873H

PhiMu'Thonon'PhiMu
Thank you to all the sisters
thai helped make Dane* Marathon
a huge success!
Congratulations on Second Place
in the talent show
Phi Mu • Thon on • Phi Mu

Dance Marathon
Hey DMX's-Thanks tor a great weekend-you
all ro»i (Especially you Amy)
DkjM
Pence Herathon

STUDY

Ful Ml ol Naili lex $25 00 JuM Kirkman @
Mana Style Salon 1074 N Main SI 353 6263

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus
-^ _ _
OFF

SKYDIVE al SKYDIVE BG m Bowling Green.
OH . just to mm southwest ol BGSU campus
Season opening special, through end ol April,
just $100 par person. Don't miss this opportune
ly1 Call 352 5200 tor reservations.

EUROPE-SUMMER M
$209 (each way plus taxes)
CanboearvMawco %229 tn
CAIL 800 -326-2009
hrtpy/www airrmch org

SERVICES OFFERED

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

page 9

Why, go anywhere else

FAST COMPANY low.il
gee In town!
FAST COMPANY...lowest
gea In I own!
FAST COMPANY low..!
geelnlown!
FAST COMPANY, low.*
Klntosml
IT COMPANY, loweat
ge* In town!

color copy charcolor copy charcolor copy charcolor copy charcolor copy char-

Reward For information leading to identification of vehicle/person involved in hit-skip
damaging parked white Ford Pickup (Ranger)
on Man Mar. 16 in commuter lot Behind Onenhauer Phone (4ig)-674-23g3

Voices Carry if
you let them be
H! heard, so
register to vote.
The Undergraduate Student
Government will help your
voice carry all the way home
by holding a
Voter Registration Drive on
■aa i.ii
April 1st and 2nd
on the steps of the
Education Building from
11 a.m. - 4p.m.
Hope to see you there!
Why, go anywhere else

Why, go anywhere else

KIP PRESENTS....

I
I

I

Howard's clubH

Toledo Hot Spots!!

21 and over
352
2 1 0 N Main
2:30 a.m. (J*
3at. 2p.m. - 2::
" \$£i
Mor - Sat.
Sunn 5p.m.-2:30a.m.
5p.m.-2:30a

April
MONDAY

SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS

THURSDAY

FRI./SHI

3/4

•

I

Loud &
Local

yv.u Iclil 11 (ill lil i ti I 4<i ite*

ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSU!!!
10/11

Loud &
Local

X-ing

RAY
FULLER
17^

16

Loud & Evolotto
Local
23

Loud &
Local

CLUBLAND

Rizzo

Pablum

Morsel

Grasshop

Pie

.*«'

Main Stags ■ Top 40

Poly«star« • Disco A Rotro

Dollar Bar 4V Pool Tablas

Llv* Music in tho Basomant

18 & Over Welcome
gf»

•D.J. Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage

^»

^^

• D.J. Big Bril spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters

^a»

(at

'Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots lor just $1

#j^

ft fj

'Backseat Fare in the Basement Thursday - Saturday

Ba>

\F

^oP

* Friday is Ladies Night....Ladies in free befo

■£

Jackie-0

- 11 p.m.

Featuring: Groove Bone

_ .

•Thursday College ID Night (ree with ID before 11 p.m.
m

24/25

135 S. Byrne & Hill
College 18 & over crowd

The original $1 Power Hour

• Free well lightnd Parking

5r
2
W

every wed.-sat. from 6-9

209 N. Superior St.
Toledo
Downtown
243-4446

■•
4e%
M

Wed. Night *1 Marjrss »1 Drafts all night long

#W

„ o **V

«» ,

Thurs. College ID r*ght get
in FREE wl Coileas ID

UhttltOOpm

**•**«

| Hours: 9p.m. - 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat~|

Tuesday $1.50 16 oz. Miller Lite

NOW 21 + OVER

CA^E & tBARj,
OPEN 7 Nights
21 and Over

• Pool • Video Game* • Ping Pong • Plnball*

yc.— ^ Clip N Save-l -i

SUN - WED - Sing & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke
THURS - SAT - Live music by Uncle Sandwich

Goodbye, tax forms. HelloJeleFile!
Tkii iui, millim will fll« l»tir t" «»•"• ky f»— —
•tin) TilaFila, i fraa iireiei fraa the IRS. Tin till ii my
mi it! fit trt fill. Chick your mil hi ■ TiliFile awkl»l.

Dapanmani or mt Treasury
Inlamal Ravarxia Sarvlca
itt>://*m,irt.if trail.«i«

STeleFile
It'l fru It'l fut

It Wtrki.

••••••••••a-*************

i

!

Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED.
with cash prizes
Drink Specials Nightly!
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu
rHURS. Nights • Toledo's Only 21 & Over CollegelD Night/

3922 Secor
Why. go anywhere else

I

Thurs. College ir Night 18 & Over
Wed.
$1.00 Line Dance Class
Thurs. & Sun. Bandera

THE BULL IS NOW HERE!!!
OPEN - WED thru SAT
Door open at 800 pm.

"Come Ride the Bull"
867-9123
251,8 S. Reynolds & Heatherdowns

475-4381
Why, go anywhere else

Why: go anywhere else

Why, go anywhere else

Thursday, April 2, 1998

The BG News
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SpnnQ Row Sp*oal
1 DZ RED ROSES Si2 95cash 4 carry while
ffwy last Th« Flower Basket downtown BG
16SS Mun.

WANTED
1 F«mtto Rmmt». nwNd lor 98 99
CtoM locampus, own rm.
1212.5<Vmo CaH Chanty @ 372-4137
1 Ffnaf SuClsatir N—dad For Sjmrrw
$550 obo br anttra aummar, own room. «4«c
only. Call 3S3-5M7.
i male suotaaaar n—d»<i tar 96'-90' school
yaar $236Vmo. ctoaa » campus. Own badroom Cail 372-1537 or 372-3136.
Grad Dchats dasoamtaty naadad Will pay
caahl CaH Ryan Bonvttlian ai 3S2-8611.
I would tova K> buy axra graduation ncKats
Call 354-4303 it misraatad.
Pht Mu' Ph. Mu " Ph. Mu
Phi Mu is looking for a houteooy tor the 96 99
school yaar. It interested please call Mndy at
372-3000 or 372-2750 10 schedule an interview.
PhiMu'PNMu'PhlMu

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free mtormatior Call 410-347-1475.
• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM. Xerox. A hundreds ol
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program
Over 90%ol the students using our placement
offioe tound career jobe last year. Average
monthly income $2174 All majors apply Call
1-600-307-6a3P
' Pan-Time Help Needed '
After graduation, cleaning & misc. work tor
summer. Call 353-0325.
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
naededl Coed summer campa In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlken. 1-600-4M-4321,
www.tohtkjn.com.
Bowling Green Super Wash is accepting applications to attend their local facility. Hours are
vanable. Team attitude, Honesty, and Pleasing
personality are important. Great summer job.
Apply in parson at 1003 Nort> Prospect St 6-5

da£
Camp Jobe. A fun place to work A a life-long
learning experience awaits you at YMCA
Camp nhaaokone m beautiful northern Ml. Are
you a caring, creative A enthusiastic person
who enjoys being outdoors A have pnor experience working with children. Hmng cabm
counselors, kfegua/ds A program instructors
tor horseback nding, sailing, ropes course.
arts/crafts A drama/muac. Also, year-round
position avail tor outdoor environmental education btoktaiors. Personal interviews being
held April 18 in Toledo. Call 246-867-4533
Counselors. Activity Director. A cook needed at
co-ed summer camp ntmr Ann Arbor, Michigan Room, Board and Salary. 734-678-6628
for more into
CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBSExceftent benefits World Travel Ask us how'
517-324-3000 ext CS5444.
DONT READ THIS it you like working tor minimum wage, staying home in Ohio. A seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER it you
want lo earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across tne country, A en,oy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile call
1-600-307-6630.
Earn whle you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
ki school Work at your leteure any time you
want. Even when watching TV. Call
1 866-662-1726 ID And OUt how.

Here we go agam. A new season is beggmmg
at SKYDIVE BG and we need a few depends
ble parachute packers for spring, summer, and
fall employment Full training provided. Must
have own transportation An exciting place »
work. Call 352-5200 tor more mtormation"
Home City Ice Company is now hmng tor these
positions: Route Drivers, Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call tor details ai
1-600-609-6070
_^_^_
Large summer camp on Lake Erie in Conneaui
OH. Has eoueeinan staff positions avertable
For application please send letter of inquiry lo
PO Box 772 Conneaut OH. 44030 or cal
(440)593-6667 tor info.
Lawn maintenance pt A full time. Hinng lor
spring A aummar at Knickerbocker Lawns A
Landscaping. CaM 352-5335.
Looking tor a job over the summer?
LIFEGUARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Recreational Sports
Applications available in the
SRC Mam Office
Apply NOWM
For more into, call 372-7462.

My rtla Beech SC and Orlando Fl
Spend your aummar running the fun at exciting
resort locaoonsl Recreation assistants, children counselors and front desk positions available. Fully furnished housing. $300 monthly
stipend. Call 888-699-10<;
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTWork in the Great Outdoors.
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves Concessionaires.
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits. Ask us howl 5t 7-324-3110 Ext
N5S442.
Ollce cleaning evenings
IO-l5hrs. per week.
Owntranap required Call 3S2-5A22
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS
leland Bike Rental now hmng for 96
Summer season, earn money while having
tun in the suni Call (419) 285 2016
Seasonal positions now available: lifeguard,
snack bar. beverage cart, course maintenance,
golf shop attendants, cany bag attendants and
general labor Apply In person at Brandywine
Country Club, 8904 Salisbury Rd.. Maumee.
OH[419| 865-2393
Start your own bueineea
Earn extra income in your spare time with the
youngest company ever admitted to the
NY'SE. To hear a brief recorded inlro call
l 800 327 3918 Leave a message.
TELEMARKETING
LINE UPYOURSUMMERJOBNOW
PART TIME EVENrNGS NOW FULL TIME
LATER
GUARANTEED SALARY A BONUS
EXPECT IS.OO-Sl 1 00 PER HOUR
FUN ENVIRONMENT OUR MOTTO IS
"HAVE FUN A MAKE MONEYGREAT LOCAT ION
(AIRPORT HWY/HOLLAND SYIVANIA RD]
CALL TOM OR LINDA NOW
BETWEEN 8 30 AM-5 00 PM 800 383 5969

"Apts t Houses 98 99 sets yr"
321-A E Merry LARGE HOUSE
321-BE. Merry,6borms
3" 316E Merry, IA2bdrmapts
S4SO/mo-i2mo lease, ttSOtvmoschlyr turn
309I/2E Msrryrms A more
AI Very Close to Campus
Starting in May or Aug '353-0325

Untied Parcel Service
Interviewing now
Hiring all shirts
18 SOmour A Great benefits

Can UPS 6W19 891 6820
To schedule an interview
UnHed Parcel Service
Wait Start
Weekend wortuFn.-Sun.
Apply t> Raceway Park
5700 Telegraph Rd
Toledo. OH 43612

1 bdrm. apt Close to campus. Avail, summer
and/or 1998/99 school year [419) 897 9030

PURE
AND
SIMPLE
PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

1.2. or 3 bedroom house or apartment lor rant.
372-2098 day. after 5 pm 872-98/4 or
3730024 or 352-8087.

FOR SALE

NEW LOCATION

OBO. Call 352 5293
Beanies-Maple, Garcia, A more. It you are intarastad. please call Samanrha at 352-1536.
CARS FOR 1100
Seized A sold locally this month.
Trucks, 414's. etc.
1 800-522-2730 est 4558

,

2 bdrm. S34 Soon Hamilton AC Avail. May
$420 plus utl. Other locations aval. Aug. Eft. A
1 A 2 bdrm. NO PETS 35J-1206

FOR SALE
Pair ol Magnavox speakers $100
2 Monitors 150 watts each S200
Crate Amp 1500
Guitar FX Processor St 50
Toyota Mnrvan 88" $1000 Runs Well
Cal anytime 0 352-9974.

Female sublessor needed immediately. Call

353-1060.
Georgetown Manor 800 3rd St under new
management. A/C, laundry rm. 1 bedrm turn
$380 A elec 2 bedrm turn $480 A elec also
summer rates 354-9740or 352 2214

HOUSE FOR RENT 1/3 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS AT 141 BALDWIN. NEW IN 1997
WITH 3 BR, 2 FULL BATHS, WAD, CENTRAL AIR. MSO/MO e UTIL
PHONE
JS4-7237.

New. mint Schwlnn Frontier GS A* bike, ridden once $200
Contact Tony 354-0396 or lye mge"

2 bdrm. house. $450 mo. Cloee to Univ.
3 bdrm house $650 mo Close to Unrv
1 bdrm. apt $325.mo Close loUniv
Call 686-4861.

710 Eighth • 2 BR plus garage. 2 people
Stove and refng turn. $3/5 00/mo nth
Avail May 1st

Queen size waterbed for sale Perfect condition. Bookcase, headboard. $30000 Cat Ja
son f» 354 2153
^^^

2 brm. 1 bath furnished $222/mo. per person.
Avail. May. Call 354-7076 ask tor Daniel.

CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3S4 2260 Ollice-319E Wooster.

3 bdrm house dose to University 3rd St
675/mt. furnished avail Aug 1. Please cal
474-5344.

FOR RENT
(2) 1 bedroom units $284 A $368 . ulil. respecfrvety. 2 blocks from campus. Avail. May
15 287-4159 evenmgs 287-4926 days

3 to 5 summer subleasers needed
5 bedrooms available. 2 baft
dose to campus Call 354-6530
Willing to negotiate coat.

GOOD ALL YEAR

Houses. 1 A 2 bdrm. turn. apts. for 98-99
school year Call 352-7454
LOW SUMMER RATES
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352-9378

1401/2 Manvdle - Above garage. 2 BR,
2 people. Stove and refng. turn. $3/5 00.
month. Avail. May 17th.

ONE BDRM APTS FOR GRAD STUDENTS
12 MTH. LEASE. FURN„ AVAILABLE AUG
601 3RD ST 352-3445.
SINGLE PARENT STUDENT w/ 3 kids needs
4 br House tor July 98 to Aug 99 within city
Call 1419)355-1371. lv message
SUBLSR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY"
Now thru Aug. tott. Great Apt Low rent. Low
mil. Irml ownbdrmliCall 354 3270

r- The Dance Diaspora

ensemble from OberNn College

April 8,1998
Lenhart Grant. Ballroom
7:80 PM

preview event

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

Houses for ran):Tha following houses are tor
rent tor 98-99 school year. All 12 mo leases.
tenants pay al utl. sec dep.. parental goerantae req., no pets.
1.7*0 Ean-2 BR avail
S/1SAM. Rant
S510/mo. collected quarterly
Phone
354*595 ask tenants to view.
2.217 S. College-3 BR house avail 8/23/98
Rent $575/mo coHocied quarterly Phone
3543271 ask tenants to view.
3316 Ridge Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/98 Rent $6O0/mo. collected quarterly.
Phone 353- 5032 ask tenants lo view.
For more Information or to sign e lease.
contact Arbor Enterprleee a) 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
BOO Third St.
Excaaent 1 BR A 2 BR units
Fully turn., AC, reasonable rants A
Close to campus Yriy lease
Check us out before you lease.
Call 354-9740 or 352-2214
or stop by apt ft 0.

HOUSES FOR RENT
422 dough - Above garage 2 BR. 2 people
Stove and refng. turn. $415 00,'monlh
Avail. May 17*1.

Keg a-raior tor sale One year old S250 or bast
offer Please con Ma Matt 353-6070

___

Female sublease! needed for summer Huge
yard, volleyball court. Call Jen al 3730056

704 Fifth-2 BR turn 'AC
1600 for summer ' 1 apt. avail.
For 9 or 12 mo lease ' 352-3445.
Also. 710 Seventh A 601 Third.

2 bdrm. turn, or unfurn. apts.
724 8th St. A 70S 7tl St.
12 unit apartment buildings
98 99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heel, water, sewer
gasandHBOHl
354-0914

^celebration of
HumanKWO

r„rr

ta wricM tact asyrtBrwsjici FREE admission

aKas.Hl Mrfcar. ««»rtuiofHit rjMicn 11
Interirftia by Oil Dinci Dia$iora EmambU
TM*. neat MM tamtad * run by i gr-Mt iitm flu
CuftJiral fvmt$ CteMwtttM Ol Kill a*a CsaTtrMtpMS It
RMC CUttatTafi
Ueaaa, DIM

1027 N. Main 352-4178

Prorata, MMCF, Ittc. Maalaat
IIMM,HMI
.Untvapstty

fcBvtOe.
tntnm
tacwtettaii

t«Wft

|] FALL 1998 LISTS
MANAGEMENT NOW AUAILABLE!

raaitamea mt km-

l Sodium Free • Chemical Free
• Natural Hydratlon
• Serviced and Sanitized Dally
• NAM A Approved
* Op an 24 Hotari
• Self Serve ■.V.O.I.
• Over 300 Locations

Wdiermill
Express
Look lor the little Wattrmiee all ovsr town

419 354-6036
Tha Highlands - Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Ouist!
From $4107mo. For more info, call

• 709 5th: 2 Mrm/2 balh

Kill Inunli St. I Mrei
(Wlllew Housr) Oosr 10 Csmpui Slam
al J4IVnx>«l« /sai Csll 3535HOO.

*50l-5035lh: 2 bdrm
* 309 High: 2 bdrm free heal.
water, sewer

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!

CA

*7024lh:2bdrm

Management Inc.

upscale w/2 car

2IS I Per Rd. Larfr-1 Bdrm (Enrgrcan Apts.)
Laundry on Silc Slant al 340Vmo««lrc
Call JSJ-SaOO.

garage
*507E.rierrg:2bdrm

(Limited number available)

The Homestead - Gradual*
Housing One and two bedroom,
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings. 354-6036.
Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET, THE FARM,

We 'II take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance

HIGHLAND

BG'S FINEST

Management Inc.

130 E. vWiinpon Scrca. Bowling Csxn, Ohio

SUMMIT HILL.

Hours Mon-Fri: 8:00-5:30

12 month leases starting May 16. 1998:
424 1/2 S. Summit -efficiency $225 . elec
453 S. Prospect-small 1 Br $290 • gas/elec
805 Fifth St. eC-small 2 Br $360 . uH
230 N. Enterprise 1 Br $360 • utjl.
Stave Smith 352-89' 7 or 367-8666

1994 Plymouth Duster, black Power everything AM/f Mcassene Auto.A/C.V-6 $6000

Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C. Gas heat. Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 lor a showing.

Glenn's Shoe Repair
and Leather Repair

All Kinds of Repair Done
-some while you wail
Cull 352-0175

Call 352 9909

5-6 subleasers needed for a large 5 bedrm
house 1 block from campus A dose lo Main
Call 2-4547 for wto.

1 summer subfrs. needed 175/mo. 1 Nek
away from campus Call 353-7351

354-6036

<*f

Call 362 S4 75

Great Food & Ice Cream

Extras needed to play high school A college
age range tor up-coming films No exp. neoassary/i8./a» tooks needed. Contact NBCom
618-760-1600.

1007 N Main. Next to Rally's

Check out the besi kept housing secret in BG
2 bdrm tuffy turn. Irg rms. tons ol closet
space, dishwasher, balcony. A we pay all uW
except elec A phone May to May leases avail

4 Bdrm House Largo Living Rm.
Close to campus- $730/mo . gas A elec

MANAGEMENT

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

across from Campus
*824 6th: 2 bdrm, free heal.

Management Inc.

water, sewer

I A 2 »drm.|0«2 lalr.it» Ate, IHIIIsdak Apts.1
Uruqur floor dctigni. carpont. */d hookup, in 2
bdrms Rem Msni al 350/mo * uiiti Call .153-5800.

*o436lh: 2 bdrm/2 balh
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COriPLFJE LISTING FOR

Management Inc.

Wf
CKEENBItlAR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE

SturJIe - 2IS E. Per Rd. (Evrrgrtrn Apts)
Laundry on Sue Uiihltei included in rent

AND PROFESSIONAL HOUS-

Slam al 2-Wmo Call 353-5800.

ING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE:
Iittp/Avwwjicwiovefaittu.com

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 45402

Management Inc.

325 South riain Street

NEW NEW NEW NEW

(our only office)

710 N. Enurprtst (Htaas-skrl I A 2 Bdrm.
Ocae lo Campus Waiher/Dryrr in 2 bdrm unils
Rcm nani at 175/mo . uliU Call 353-5800

352-5620

CA

Management Inc.

NEWIPVE

For complete list stop by our
office at 1045 N. Main or
Call 353-5B00

cor^^SSlon

Rentals

saW

^Vtor0

NORTH
SOUTH
1091 N. Main I 996 S. Main
352-2430
352-0534

CONVENIENCE MART

GREENWOOD CENTRE
1602 E. Wooster • 352-3443

r,OffA#»>OOnCFN™* IfctDF tVooaMr ,M 1VUI1

FOX RUN APARTMENTS

"if

$1 OFF!!990 CONE

Renting For Summer and Fall
* 2 largo bedrooms,
fully furnished or unfurnished
> 1 1/2 baths
» washer and dryer in each unit
• dishwasher and microwave
> walk-in closets, extra storage
i self-defrost refngerators
i self-cleaning range
i deadbolts for safety, patio doors

dough

X Fox Run

9i

'oj

4.NYFOOTLONGSUBM
At Barneys Subway Only

j

Al

,

B""ey

.';:",
s

Baskm Rohhins

McDonald's
1 rtul 1

8
i

C2T

\

'*%

E Wooster
CAMPUS

Italian Sodas

03

• gas heat • electric, central air •
• individually metered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
a fully insulated 6" walls *
• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

Preferred Properties

(12 Jlavor Com6inations)

MMMM!!

"Call-Well meet you there."
fne membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning)

No Parental Guarantees

Limit I • Expires 4-.ill-<)«

Ll>"""""""

)AnTkfomArdJmM
l

Limit 4 • Expires 4- lll-'lx

111.1.1.111. mnujin ii 1111111 L

BARNEY'S FEATURES:
• Super Lotto
• Charge All Purchases
• The Number
* Including Gas
• Instant Lottery • Money Orders

Inside

530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

i)

'c

C'/YC

mvond ('< nln ..

